A warm Welcome
in the heart of our Three-Country point. Here at the border to Luxembourg and France, you can find a
quite different 'all inclusive' offer close to the Saarloop. An insiders' tip for everyone that looks for repose
and relaxation, but also for those that want to enjoy sports and other activities during their stay. Here you
can experience a broad spectrum of activities: cycling, hiking, boat trips, sightseeing and excursions to
cultural towns beyond the borders - Trier (40km), Luxembourg (40km), Saarbrucken (50km) or Metz
(70km) offer something for anyone.
We are looking forward to your visit and wish you a pleasant stay.
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Events
Saar-Hunsrück-Hiking-Trail
Outletcenter

The community Mettlach offers exciting events for everyone's taste - from the Saarloop active sport events
to the Mettlacher chamber ensemble days to the Orscholzer culture summer. Whether you're looking for
hiking marathons, theater, concerts or Saar-Pedal - here at the Saarloop you'll never be bored!
To the events calendar

Discover 218 divine kilometers on foot ... past bizarre rocks and idyllic stream courses ... across deep
valleys and mysterious moor landscapes. Discover romantical lakes, enchanted valleys and marvelous
outlooks.
The Saar-Hunsrück-Hiking-Trail that opened in May 2007 has been certified as a premium hiking route. It
obtained TOP-ranking with 64 experience points among German long-distance walking paths. Its unique
characteristic: more than 70% of natural trails.

Big brands. Small prices.
Shopping, nature, culture, relaxation, vacancy - Mettlach is a worthwhile destination for your shopping
experience!
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